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Being a brief chronicle of the gospel to the gullible…
The NYC and DC based news media serve as the megaphone of the globalist establishment. Their spin is
gospel to the gullible worldwide. In the old days, they would report a story, local media coast to coast ran it, and
that was the uncontested narrative or “news” from the mainstream media (MSM). Needless to say, MSM knows
a thing or two about propaganda.
But all that changed with the Internet. In today’s world,
news sources not top-heavy with intel types are read
worldwide. Information that MSM buries or barely reports
now gets out. The establishment narrative is challenged
as never before.
So MSM decided to go after the new media (some of
whom even lacked the benefit of PC indoctrination at
top journalism schools!). MSM conflated them with
online scam artists and smeared the lot as purveyors
of fake news. If ridiculous stories about Hillary’s crowd
took root on social media, they were dismissed as fake
to neutralize truthful less flattering info. (Not so much
with fake news about Trump). It was a clever tactic and
almost worked. But it backfired.
It backfired because of The Donald. Mr. Trump, whatever
you think of him, is not as important as the movement
that propelled him. For the first time in America,
populism 1) commandeered a national campaign and
2) WON. That was not supposed to happen. I just hope
The Donald doesn’t tune us out once he’s in office. The
takeaway here is that for the first time MSM lost -- and
lost “bigly” per Mr. Trump.
In the midst of this hubbub of hysteria, some of the new
media folks decided to investigate fake news for
themselves. They uncovered a decades-long pattern of it and aren’t finished yet. Here is just some of what
they’ve found:
In the 1930s NYT’s Walter Duranty wrote glowing reports
about life in the USSR, denying the forced starvation of
millions in the Ukrainian Holodomor. He knew he was
lying when he wrote the stuff. Soviet dictator Stalin loved
it. Duranty’s fake news scored a Pulitzer Prize. Neither
the Pulitzer Committee nor the NYT will left a finger to
rescind it.
In 1980, WP reporter Janet Cook’s touching story
“Jimmy’s World” about an eight year old heroin addict
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in the DC ghetto sparked an outpouring of sympathy.
Despite doubts about its veracity, WP sent it along and
won a Pulitzer. It was completely fake. At least that
Pulitzer was rescinded.
In 1993 the public affairs show NBC Dateline staged a
fake crash test with a rigged explosion to demonstrate
that in a crash, gas could leak from a GMC pickup’s fuel
tank and result in fire. NBC apologized.
Another NYT superstar instrumental in scoring a Pulitzer
Dead Children at the hands of the Bolsheviks & Stalin. was Judith Miller, famous for her early scoops on
Ignored by Walter Duranty. 10 Million Ukrainian people Saddam’s weapons of mass destruction. Turns out she
was spoon fed her bogus “information” and neither she
perished as a result of the Holodomor
nor her editors bothered to check it out. But it justified
the Iraq War. Miller later endangered lives by revealing the identity of a US covert intelligence agent. Even the
NYT had to boot her for that.
In 2003 NYT reporter Jayson Blair was caught
plagiarizing and fabricating award winning human
interest stories which got tremendous play at the
time. He only got caught because he was sloppy.
Affirmative action was an issue in how he got
hired.
In 2004 CBS News anchor Dan Rather revealed
“exclusive information, including documents”
proving President George W. Bush shirked duty
in the Texas Air National Guard. Then we learned
that the documents were in a Microsoft Word font
that did not exist when they were supposedly
produced. That brazen attempt to swing the 2004
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election led three CBS execs to resign. One
producer was fired. Rather retired early, though CBS honored him for his service.
In 2006 a black stripper, Crystal Mangum,
with a criminal record washired to perform at a party
attended by members of the Duke University
lacrosse team. Sensing a healthy payday from
affluent Duke students, she cried rape. This was a
local crime story, but MSM got hold of it and trotted
out the usual “experts” to discuss racism, sexual
exploitation, white privilege, misogyny, etc., etc. The
hyper-PC Duke educrats presided at somber
assemblies where the university community could
“reflect” on race and gender. The crooked District
Attorney told his black constituents that he was
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going after the white racist rapists. The story droned
Found guilty of second-degree murder in the April 3, 2011, on for months, with ceaseless psychobabble about
stabbing of her boyfriend, 46-year-old Reginald Daye.
racism and rape. It was all fake. There was no rape.
There was no racism (except against whites). The District Attorney was disbarred. Duke settled with the lacrosse
players. MSM made this a national issue, and never apologized for their media crucifixion of some college boys
who had not done anything wrong.
For years NBC anchor Brian Williams talked about his helicopter ride in Iraq
when hit by enemy fire and forced down. It supposedly happened in 2003,
and was finally debunked in 2015 by Stars and Stripes. Williams was
demoted, but still pulls in seven figures. On December 8, 2016 he criticized
Trump and his Twitter followers for publishing fake news. Really, he did.
In 2014 Michael Brown was shot by a police officer in Ferguson, Missouri.
Brown had just robbed a convenience store and was charging the cop.
Soon enough, MSM was spreading the urban legend “Hands Up, Don’t s
hoot,” which became a national rallying cry to promote the racist narrative
of an unarmed black murdered by bloodthirsty whites. Some weeks later,
St. Louis Rams players paraded before the cameras with hands up in a
show of solidarity with Brown. All this was based on fake news disseminated
by a biased and irresponsible MSM.
On November 19, 2014 Rolling Stone Magazine rolled out a blockbuster
story entitled “A Rape on Campus.” It made the headlines because it so
perfectly fit the misandrist/racist narrative of privileged white males
victimizing vulnerable females. MSM ran with it. The story was a real
Brian Williams
tear-jerker tailored to evoke righteous anger and PC angst. Again, distressed
educrats sallied forth in their sagacity to address the “rape culture” and “rape epidemic” on university campuses.
It was all fake – never happened.
The latest fake news is about The Donald hiring
prostitutes at a Moscow hotel to commit indecent
acts to defile – specifically to urinate aka “golden
shower” – a bedroom where the Obamas once
slept. This whopper supposedly came from British
intelligence, and the “information” was so critical it
had to be personally delivered by a former British
ambassador to Russia to an anti-Trump U.S.
Senator who handed it to the FBI Director. This is
the deep state at work. While CNN and Buzzfeed
ran with the story, even NYT had the scruples not
to publish this deliberately slanderous, completely
unsubstantiated, unspeakably obscene smear
against the President-Elect. When I thought that
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expectations. Their desperate drive to delegitimize
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The Donald has them totally unhinged.
Methinks that the MSM’s blood feud with The Donald really kicked
into high gear on Feb. 13, 2016 at the South Carolina GOP
Presidential debate. Mr. Trump was asked about the run-up to the
disastrous Iraq War and responded: “You call it whatever you want.
I want to tell you. They lied. They said there were weapons of mass
destruction; there were none. And they knew there were none. There
were no weapons of mass destruction.”
“And they knew there were none.”
That single sentence was a bridge too far. It was a shot across the bow of the U.S./NATO/Israel hegemon. It cut
to the quick of the deep state which has made trillions promoting strife, war and discord worldwide. The corrupt
globalist status quo which brought us open borders, outsourcing, and wars without end is truly threatened for the
first time since World War II. They will stop at nothing to hold on to power. We hope our new president
understands this and doesn’t cave.
We pray for your safety, Mr. President-Elect.
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